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Unavoidable vertex-minors 
in large prime graphs



• every graph on ≥N vertices
has Kn or its complement as a subgraph.

• every connected graph on ≥N vertices
has Kn, K1,n, or Pn as an induced subgraph.

• every 2-connected graph on ≥N vertices
has Cn or K2,n as a topological minor.

• every 3-connected graph on ≥N vertices
has a k-spoke wheel or K3,k as a minor. 
(Oporowski, Oxley, Thomas 1993)

Unavoidable structures
∀n, ∃N s.t.

Further generalization (Matroids - Ding, Oporowski, Oxley, Vertigan)

Ramsey



Our Theorem
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

every prime graph on ≥N vertices
has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

prime (with respect to the split decomposition)
= no splits         (Cunningham 1982)

split=partition of the vertex-set s.t.

≥2 vertices ≥2 vertices

Kn⊟Kn

cf. 1-join of graphs

Kn Kn

two cliques 
joined by a matching
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Figure 2. Local complementation and pivot.

theorems of this type on vertex-minors with respect to less restrictive
connectivity requirements.

2. Preliminaries

For X Ñ V pGq, let �GpXq be the set of edges having one end in X
and another end in V pGqzX. Let NGpxq be the set of the neighbors of
a vertex x in G. For X Ñ V pGq, let GrXs be the induced subgraph
of G on the vertex set X. For two disjoint subsets S, T of V pGq,
let GrS, T s “ GrS Y T szpEpGrSsq Y EpGrT sqq. Clearly, GrS, T s is a
bipartite graph with the bipartition pS, T q.

2.1. Vertex-minors. The local complementation of a graph G at a
vertex v is an operation to replace the subgraph of G induced by the
neighbors of v by its complement graph. In other words, to apply local
complementation at v for every pair x, y of neighbors of v, we delete the
edge xy if x and y are adjacent, and add it otherwise. We write G˚v to
denote the graph obtained from G by applying local complementation
of G at v. Two graphs are locally equivalent if one is obtained from
another by applying a sequence of local complementation. A graph H
is a vertex-minor of G if H is an induced subgraph of a graph locally
equivalent to G.
For an edge xy of a graph G, a graph obtained by pivoting an edge

xy of G is defined as G^ xy “ G ˚ x ˚ y ˚ x. Here is a direct way to see
G ^ xy; there are 3 kinds of neighbors of x or y; some are adjacent to
both, some are adjacent to only x, others are adjacent to only y. We
flip the adjacency between all pairs of neighbors of x or y of distinct
kinds and then swap two vertices x and y, where flipping means that
we delete the edge if it exists and add it otherwise. Two graphs are
pivot-equivalent if one is obtained from another by a sequence of pivots.
Thus, pivot-equivalent graphs are locally equivalent. See Figure 2 for
an example of these operations.

(local complementation at x)
(pivot xy)
= G*x*y*x

vertex-minor=graph obtained by applying a sequence of 
local complemention and vertex deletions

H is locally equivalent to G if H=G*x1*x2*x3... 



Why prime graphs & vertex-
minors come together?

If (A,B) is a split of G, 
then it is also a split of G*v.

If G and H are locally equivalent, 
then G is prime iff H is prime

Bouchet (1987)
Every prime graph on ≥5 vertices 
has C5 as a vertex-minor.

Our Theorem: ∀n, ∃N s.t. 
every prime graph on ≥N vertices

has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor



Why is this 
“best possible”?

Our Theorem: ∀n, ∃N s.t. 
every prime graph on ≥N vertices

has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

• Both Cn and Kn⊟Kn are prime!

• They can be arbitrary big.

• [Thm] Cn cannot have Km⊟Km vertex-minor
and Km⊟Km cannot have Cn vertex-minor.



This is an exact 
characterization thm!

Our Theorem: ∀n, ∃N s.t. 
every prime graph on ≥N vertices

has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

Let I be a set of graphs closed under taking vertex-minors. 
Prime graphs in I have bounded size

if and only if
{Cn : n≥3}⊈I and {Kn⊟Kn : n≥3}⊈I



Overview of the proof

Our Theorem: ∀n, ∃N s.t. 
every prime graph on ≥N vertices

has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

Proposition 1: 
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

if a prime graph has a induced path of length N,
then it has Cn as a vertex-minor.

N~6.75n7

Proposition 2: 
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

every prime graph on ≥N vertices
has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

N~2^2^2^......^2



Part I: Making a cycle 
from a long path

Proposition 1: 
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

if a prime graph has a induced path of length N,
then it has Cn as a vertex-minor.

N~6.75n7

Proof: > 10 pages in the paper
“Blocking Sequences”
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8

Figure 4. An example of a generalized ladder.

Proof. Let G be a graph having no vertex-minor isomorphic to Kn or
Kn a Kn. Each component of G has bounded number of vertices, say
M , by Theorem 3.2. Since Kn a Kn is not a vertex-minor of G, G has
less than n non-trivial components. (A component is trivial if it has
no edges.) So G has at most

`
M
2

˘pn ´ 1q edges. ⇤

4. Obtaining a long cycle in a huge generalized ladder

A generalized ladder is a graph G with two vertex-disjoint paths
P “ p1p2 . . . pa, Q “ q1q2 . . . qb (a, b • 1) with additional edges, called
chords, each joining a vertex of P with a vertex of Q such that V pP q Y
V pQq “ V pGq, p1 is adjacent to q1, pa is adjacent to qb, and no two
chords cross. Two chords piqj and pi1qj1 (i † i1) cross if and only if
j ° j1. It is easy to see that every generalized ladder is outerplanar.
We call p1q1 the first chord and paqb the last chord of G. Since no
two chords cross, p1 or q1 has degree at most 2. Similarly, pa or qb has
degree at most 2. See Figure 4 for an example.
We will prove the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let n • 2. Every generalized ladder having at least

4608n5
vertices has a cycle of length 4n ` 3 as a vertex-minor.

4.1. Lemmas on a fan. Let Fn be a graph on n vertices with a speci-
fied vertex c, called the center, such that Fnzc is a path on n´1 vertices
and c is adjacent to all other vertices. We call Fn a fan on n vertices.

Lemma 4.2. A fan F3n has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a cycle of

length 2n ` 1.

Proof. Let c be the center of F3n. Let v1, v2, . . . , v3n´1 be the non-center
vertices in F3n forming a path. Let G “ F3n ˚ v3 ˚ v6 ˚ v9 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ v3n´3.
Clearly c is adjacent to vi in G if and only if i P t1, 3n ´ 1u or i ” 0
pmod 3q and furthermore v3i´1 is adjacent to v3i`1 in G for all i. Let
H “ Gztv3, v6, . . . , v3n´3u. Then H is a cycle of length 3n´pn´1q. ⇤
Lemma 4.3. Let n • 2. Let G be a graph with a vertex c such that

Gzc is isomorphic to an induced path P whose both ends are adjacent

Two induced paths
+ non-crossing chords

Proposition 1: 
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

if a prime graph has a induced path of length N,
then it has Cn as a vertex-minor.

N~6.75n7

Lemma 1:
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

every generalized ladder on ≥N verticess
has Cn as a vertex-minor.

N~4.5n5



Example (simplest case)
Fan

Every big fan has Cn as a vertex-minor.

small number of chords

large number of chords



Finding a gen. ladder

Proposition 1: 
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

if a prime graph has a induced path of length N,
then it has Cn as a vertex-minor.

N~6.75n7
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v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8

w1 w2 w3 w4

Figure 6. An example of a 4-patched path of length 8.

For 1 § i † `, NGpbiq X B “ B0 or H because ⇢GpA Y tbiu, Bq “ 1.
For 1 † i § `, NGpbiq X A “ A0 or H because ⇢GpA,B Y tbiuq “ 1.

Suppose that NGpbiq X pA Y Bq “ NGpbjq X pA Y Bq for some 1 †
i † j † `. If bi and bj are adjacent, then G1 “ G ^ bibj P G. If bi
and bj are non-adjacent, then G1 “ G ˚ bi ˚ bj P G. In both cases, we
found a graph in G having a shorter blocking sequence, contradicting
our assumption.

If |B0| “ 1, then for all 1 † i † `, NGpbiqXA “ A0 because otherwise
G˚bi P G. Similarly if |A0| “ 1, then NGpbiqXB “ B0 for all 1 † i † `.

By the pigeonhole principle, we deduce that ` § `0. ⇤

6. Obtaining a long cycle from a huge induced path

In this section we aim to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. If a prime graph has an induced path of length r6.75n7s,
then it has a cycle of length n as a vertex-minor.

The main idea is to find a big generalized ladder, defined in Section 4
as a vertex-minor by using blocking sequences in Section 5.

6.1. Patching a path. For 1 § k § n ´ 2, a k-patch of an induced
path P “ v0v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn of a graph G is a sequence Q “ w1, w2, . . . , wk of
distinct vertices not on P such that for each i P t1, 2, . . . , ku,
(i) vi`2 is the only vertex adjacent to wi among vi`1, vi`2, . . ., vn,
(ii) H ‰ NGpwiq X tv0, . . . , vi, w1, . . . , wi´1u ‰ tvi, wi´1u if i ° 1,
(iii) NGpw1q X tv0, v1u “ tv0u.
An induced path is called k-patched if it has a k-patch. An induced
path of length n is called fully patched if it is equipped with a pn ´ 2q-
patch. See Figure 6 for an example.
Our goal is to find a fully patched long induced path in a vertex-

minor of a prime graph having a very long induced path.

Lemma 6.2. Let P “ v0v1 . . . vm be an induced path from s “ v0 to

t “ vm in a graph G and let H be a connected induced subgraph of

GzV pP q. Let v be a vertex in V pGqzpV pHq Y V pP qq. Suppose that

4-patched path 
of length 8

Very very very long induced path 
⟹ very very long “k-patched” path
⟹ very long “fully patched” path
⟹ big generalized ladder

Use the technique 
“blocking sequences”
by J. Geelen (1995)



Part 2: Making a bigger 
broom
proof: ~11 pages

“Ramsey”

Proposition 2: 
∀n, ∃N s.t. 

every prime graph on ≥N vertices
has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

N~2^2^2^......^2



(h,w,l)-broom
28 O-JOUNG KWON AND SANG-IL OUM

center

height h :“ number of edges in the handle

width w :“number of fibers

length ` :“number of vertices in each fiber

Figure 8. A ph, w, `q-broom.

Proposition 7.2. For every c, there exists N such that every prime

graph on at least N vertices has a vertex-minor isomorphic to either

Pc or Kc a Kc.

Here is the proof of Theorem 7.1 assuming Proposition 7.2.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. We take c “ r6.75n7s and apply Proposition 7.2
and Theorem 6.1. ⇤

For integers h, w, ` • 1, a ph, w, `q-broom of a graph G is a connected
induced subgraph H of G such that

(i) H has an induced path P of length h from some vertex v called
the center,

(ii) P zv is a component of Hzv,
(iii) HzV pP q has w components, each having exactly ` vertices.

The path P is called a handle of H and each component of HzV pP q is
called a fiber of H. If H “ G, then we say that G is a ph, w, `q-broom.
We call h, w, ` the height, width, length, respectively, of a ph, w, `q-
broom. See Figure 8. Observe that v has one or more neighbors in
each fiber.

Here is the rough sketch of the proof. If a prime graph G has no
vertex-minor isomorphic to Pc or Kc a Kc and G has a broom having
huge width as a vertex-minor, then it has a vertex-minor isomorphic to
a broom with larger length and su�ciently big width. So, we increase
the length of a broom while keeping its width big. If we obtain a broom
of big length by repeatedly applying this process, then we will obtain
a broom of larger height. By growing the height, we will eventually
obtain a long induced path.

To start the process, we need an initial broom with su�ciently big
width. For that purpose, we use the following Ramsey-type theorem.

Handle = induced path
Fibers= connected components of BROOM–HANDLE



If G is big, then 
G has a (1,t,1)-broom for huge t as a vertex-minor.

Suppose a prime graph G has no vertex-minor isomorphic to 
Pc or Kc⊟Kc.

t

Large degree: Apply Ramsey!
Long path: Pc

If G has a (h,N,1)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,2)-broom as a vertex-minor.

If G has a (h,N,k)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,k+1)-broom as a vertex-minor.



If G has a (h,N,1)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,2)-broom as a vertex-minor.

Leaves have distinct neighbors;
we can find... 

a clique or a stable set

Most cases reduce to Pc or Kc⊟Kc



If G has a (h,N,1)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,2)-broom as a vertex-minor.

If G has a (h,N,k)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,k+1)-broom as a vertex-minor.

If G has a (h,1,k)-broom for very big k, then
G has a (h+1,t,1)-broom as a vertex-minor.

large fiber

Inside a fiber, we can find 
a vertex of large degreeRamsey

handle



If G has a (h,N,1)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,2)-broom as a vertex-minor.

If G has a (h,N,k)-broom for very big N, then
G has a (h,t,k+1)-broom as a vertex-minor.

If G has a (h,1,k)-broom for very big k, then
G has a (h+1,t,1)-broom as a vertex-minor.

Starting from a (1,N,1)-broom for very large N, 
we can get a broom with very tall handle!



Hidden details
• Blocking sequences

• how to find a short 
blocking sequence

• how to get a (k+1)-
patched path from a k-
patched path by 
sacrificing a bounded 
number of edges in the 
long path

• how to get a long cycle 
from a gen. ladder

• max degree 3 case

• max degree 4 to 3

• general to max degree 4



Thank you / Questions?

Our Theorem: ∀n, ∃N s.t. 
every prime graph on ≥N vertices

has Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

Corollary: ∀n, ∃N s.t. 
every graph 
without Cn or Kn⊟Kn as a vertex-minor

is either a graph on ≤N vertices
or the 1-join of two such graphs.


